
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN 2021 - 2022

School Name        Hemington Primary School                                                                                             Updated: September 2021

School Context

Number of pupils on
roll

Total: 25
Boys: 11
Girls: 14

Number of pupils eligible for
Pupil Premium and FSM

PP: 10
FSM: 9

Number of students with
statement of special
educational needs of an
education, health and care
plan

SEND Action: 10

EHCP: 4

Pupil intake information
(% of pupils with
lower/middle/higher
prior attainment)

LPA:
MPA:
HPA:

Ofsted Inspection
Grade: Good
Date: 29/09/16

Staff turnover from previous
year

1 temporary
teacher left
1 nursery assistant

Percentage of pupils
NOT on track to meet
expected
standard/attainment
targets by end of Key
Stage

EYFS: 0%
Y1 Phonics: 33%
Y2: 33%
Y6: 50%

Percentage of pupils on track
to meet expected
standard/attainment targets
by end of Key Stage

EYFS: 100%
Y1 Phonics: 67%
Y2: 67%
Y6: 50%

Percentage of pupils on track
to exceed expected
standard/attainment targets
by end of Key Stage

EYFS: n/a
Y1 Phonics: n/a
Y2: 33%
Y6: 0%

Pupil progress for
whole cohort in 20/21

EYFS: 50%
Y1 Phonics: 100%
Y2: 40%
Y6: 100%

Pupil progress for
disadvantaged in 20/21

EYFS: n/a
Y1 Phonics: 100%
Y2: 100%
Y6: 100%

Areas (eg boys, SEND/
subjects, key stage) where
progress was less good in
20/21

SEND

Overall absence for
2020-2021:
Non-disadvantaged:
Disadvantaged:
Difference:

3.95%
3.89%
4.14%
-0.25%

Persistent Absence for 20/21:
Non-disadvantaged:
Disadvantaged:
Difference:

3 children
2 children
1 child
1 child

For 2020-2021
Number of exclusions:
Total days of exclusions:
Permanent exclusions:

0
0
0
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Key Ofsted actions from
latest report

1. Leaders need to form links with other small schools in order that pupils, particularly the older ones, gain a more realistic
understanding of what they are expected to achieve by the time they move on to secondary school.

2. Teachers plan more activities that encourage pupils to work on their own and challenge themselves to think deeply to solve a
problem.

3. Action is taken to improve the quality of pupils’ handwriting.

Key staffing issues
and/or considerations

A very tiny village school with Reception to Y6 taught across 2 classes :-
Infant Class - Reception - Y2
Junior Class - Y3 - Y6

Headteacher has a teaching commitment, currently 50%
Headteacher works 0.9 fte to support school budget
Curriculum responsibility for all areas is shared between the Headteacher and 2 class teachers

Key budget issues
and/or considerations

Budget is supported by MNSP Trust owing to income based on 26 pupils
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Quality of Education Behaviour Personal Development Leadership and Management Governance EYFS

Quality of Education

Section 1 -

Curriculum intent :

To provide a carefully structured and knowledge-rich academic curriculum which is built around helping pupils to access wide ranging knowledge stored in their long term memory.

To give pupils appropriate experiences to develop as appreciative, respectful and responsible citizens by teaching and upholding our school values.

To provide a rich ‘cultural capital’ in the knowledge of the world which prepares pupils for life in modern Britain and in global readiness as a citizen of the world, including an understanding of the
need for mutual respect.

Curriculum Implementation:

Our curriculum is taught according to subject disciplinary knowledge and provides for pupils’ growing cultural capital and knowledge of the world.

Identified threshold concepts help children make links and commit to their long term memory, with regular low stakes assessments and retrieval practice to ensure pupils are keeping up.

Interventions enable those children with identified needs to practise and consolidate small steps, freeing working memory over time.

Curriculum impact:

The impact of our curriculum is that by the end of each Key Stage pupils have a good knowledge of the curriculum coverage; they remember and can retrieve many key facts which support them in
transition to Key Stage 3 where they can apply their knowledge and skills to new areas of learning.

Ensure pupil outcomes continue to be in line with/better than national counterparts.

Ensure that disadvantaged/SEN pupils make good or better progress, particularly in Reading, Writing and Maths.

Summary from SEF:
Early reading and phonics teaching are effective and follow an approved scheme.
Maths teaching and learning has significantly improved owing to involvement with
Boolean Maths hub
Growth mindset is promoted as part of the daily culture in school
Writing composition, handwriting and spelling are the main areas of focus for
improvement. A new format for teaching writing has been introduced September ‘21

Success criteria going forward:
● Teachers teach well sequenced, knowledge-based units which develop children’s

recall, memory skills and understanding of metacognition; allowing children to
know more and do more, producing excellent work across their learning.
Teachers use questioning effectively.

● Ensure children develop a ‘cultural capital’ and can make use of a diverse
vocabulary.

● Embed a culture where children have a love of reading.
● Ensure that high-quality texts are evident across the school in all areas of the

curriculum
● Improve the quality of sentence structure by implementing Write Stuff
● Progress of children in writing is rapid
● Ensure children catch-up following significant disruption of Covid 19
● Disadvantaged pupils (SEND/PP) achieve well
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Objective Actions, including CPD Time
Scale

Responsible Milestones Outcomes Monitoring Resources
cost

Status

1 Teachers teach well
sequenced,
knowledge-based
units which develop
children’s recall,
memory skills and
understanding of
metacognition;
allowing children to
know more and do
more, producing
excellent work across
their learning.
Teachers use
questioning
effectively.

Ensure children
develop a ‘cultural
capital’ and can make
use of a diverse
vocabulary.

Long term planning
reflects the building of
knowledge in a 2 year
(Infants) and 4 year
(Juniors) rolling
programme which will
make sense whatever
year a child enters the
rolling programme.

Effective POP tasks are
identified to assess
children’s growing
understanding.

Ensure concepts are
frequently revisited
and reinforced in all
subjects.

Develop primary
teachers’ subject
knowledge and subject
specific pedagogy in
Geography and History.
Ensure that Knowledge
Organisers are in place.

July  ‘22

Ongoing
throughout

rolling
programme

July ‘22

Class teachers

Support from
C. Mirams

Dec ‘21 Science/
History/
Geography LTP
complete

July ‘22 Art &
Design/D&T/
Computing/Music

Termly POP tasks
are identified on
knowledge
organisers

Termly - concepts
are revisited and
links to new
learning made

Teachers attend
MNSP Teach
meets
throughout the
year for training

Planning has
threshold concepts
embedded in
medium and short
term plans, and
pupils use these to
assimilate new
knowledge.

Staff have secure
subject knowledge
and lessons are
well-taught.

Teachers use POP
tasks effectively to
assess and plan -
gaps are identified.

Subject
coordinators to
monitor English and
Maths, plus this
year,  History,
Geography and
Science

NdC/CM

Cover
provided
internally

Teachers identify key
vocabulary which is to
be shared with children
at the beginning of
each term for each
subject.
Teachers ensure that
vocabulary builds on

Ongoing
throughout

rolling
programme

Class teachers Termly:
vocabulary
resources in place
at the start of
each term

Pupils can articulate
the key knowledge
in subjects, and
relate them to new
learning.

Children are able to
articulate learning

NdC/Subject
coordinators

Governor visits
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previous learning and
that lessons are
planned sequentially,
focusing on key
vocabulary.
Low stakes quizzes and
activities embed
vocabulary.
Key vocabulary and
threshold concepts are
displayed prominently
during lessons to
reinforce learning.

using key
vocabulary and can
use them to record
their learning.

Subject leaders
monitor for quality and
to support pupil
interviews.

July ‘22 Subject
coordinators

Termly - following
school
monitoring
timetable

Subject
coordinators are
confident children
are learning the
subject knowledge
required for the
areas covered in
2021-22

NdC/CM

Governor visits

2 Embed a culture
where children have
a love of reading.

Ensure that
high-quality texts are
evident across the
school in all areas of
the curriculum

Rejuvenate the school
library, class book
corners and subject
specific books;
discarding old books
and restocking with
new.

‘Reading Rivers’ used
to inspire children to
read other books which
follow their interests

Oct ‘21

July ‘22

All staff

HK

Oct ‘21 Reading
rivers initial
display complete
in library

Dec ‘21 Y6
prefects trained
up to support
other children in
making book
choices

Nov ‘21 High
quality
curriculum texts
in place

Children are
inspired to read
through a choice of
high quality books
and are supported
to make book
choices following
their changing
interests.

Children are
exposed to high
quality texts to
support learning
across the
curriculum.

JF/NdC

Governor visits

£500 fund
from
MNSP plus
donated
books from
Beanstalk
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Top up first four stages
of Read, Write Inc.
book bag books for
early readers to
support the
phonics/reading
scheme

Dec ‘21 JF Children become
proficient early
readers, with a
wide range of
phonically
decodable books to
choose from.

Reading outcomes
of 75% ARE across
the school

NdC

Governor visits

£500 fund
from
MNSP

Teachers read high
quality books to
children at least once a
day

Ongoing Class teachers Children are
exposed to a variety
of high quality
books of different
genre which further
enhance vocabulary
and cultural capital

NdC

Governor visits

3 Improve the quality
of sentence structure
by implementing
Write Stuff

Progress of children
in writing is rapid,
including spelling and
handwriting

Teachers are trained in
the ‘Write Stuff’
method and the
process is used in
writing lessons

July ‘22 Class teachers Dec ‘21 full
training package
is delivered over
2 INSET days plus
staff meetings.

Children’s
composition has
rapidly improved
over the year
including use of
vocabulary,
grammatical
structures and use
of punctuation

JF/NdC/CM

Governor visits

Training
costs

Embed whole school
spelling and
handwriting

Zero tolerance is given
to poorly presented
work and incorrect
spelling where

July ‘22 Class teachers KS1 Daily spelling
practice as part of
phonics and
handwriting at
least twice a
week

KS2 short
handwriting

Children’s
independent
writing
demonstrates rapid
improvement over
the year in
handwriting and
spelling

JF/NdC/CM

Governor visits
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spellings are known or
have been provided.

Whole school
continues to use Read,
Write Inc. spelling
programme

session daily
except during
independent
writes.
Spelling patterns
3x weekly.
Children given HF
words to learn at
home

4 Ensure children
catch-up following
significant disruption
of Covid 19

Identified children
work with PFSA or ELSA
to promote wellbeing
recovery.

All children have forest
school opportunities
during the school year.

Ongoing Class teachers/
PFSA/ELSA

Forest School
leader

Throughout the
year: newly
identified
children referred
in a timely
manner

May ‘22 New
ELSA trained

All children display
growing confidence
and resilience at
school

NdC/SC £630 ELSA
training

Academic mentor
support focused on in
class support (Brunel)
for English and Maths
and 1:1 support for
identified needs

Ongoing HK with
SC/LD/JF

Termly
assessment and
reviews with class
teachers and
SENCo to identify
needs

Identified children
make accelerated
progress towards
ARE across the year

SC

Governor visits

£19K
Academic

mentor
funding

from DfE
plus £3,875

school
budget

5 Disadvantaged pupils
(SEND/PP) achieve
well

SEN support plans are
completed in a timely
fashion and adhered to
by staff. Plans follow a
Plan-Do -Review cycle
every term.

Termly Class
teachers/SC

Plans reviewed
Feb  ‘22
May ‘22

SEN children make
good progress from
their starting points
based on targets on
their plans

SC/NdC

Governor visits

Staff
meeting
time for
reviews
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Empower teachers and
TA’s to make the best
adjustments which
allow SN children to
access quality first
teaching

July ‘22 SC with staff;
working in
collaboration
with Westfield
School on peer
review action
research

Termly review of
work

SEND children fully
access quality first
teaching and staff
are confident in
what they need to
provide to achieve
this

NdC/ S Mills

Governor visits

Time for
cross-
school
work

Child-centred ethos is
embedded throughout
daily school life and
reflected in behaviour
management.

July ‘22 All staff 22nd October ‘21
Polyvagal training
with DDP
therapist

All children are
supported to
self-regulate
emotions

SC/NdC

Governor visits

Training
provided
free of
charge
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Quality of Education Behaviour Personal Development Leadership and Management Governance EYFS

Behaviour:

Summary from SEF:
Lessons are rarely disrupted by poor behaviour despite a number of emotional
and social needs
Positive attitudes to learning are promoted e.g. Growth Mindset
Staff are well trained in relational approaches to behaviour management
Staff uphold the school’s values when speaking with children
Relationships between staff and pupils are strong
Attendance has improved on an upward three-year trend
Incidence of bullying is rare and dealt with swiftly
Children experience a wide range of opportunities to learn about staying safe

Success criteria going forward:
● Staff continue to develop best practice to support children with

emotional needs
● Pupils have a good understanding of e-safety
● Whole school attendance is at least 96% for ‘21-’22

Objective Actions, including CPD Time
Scale

Responsible Milestones Outcomes Monitoring Resources
cost

Status

1 Staff continue to
develop best
practice to support
children with
emotional needs

Child-centred ethos is
embedded throughout
daily school life and
reflected in behaviour
management.

July ‘22 All staff 22nd October
‘21 Polyvagal
training with
DDP therapist

All children are
supported to
self-regulate
emotions

SC/NdC

Governor visits

Training
provided
free of
charge

2 Pupils have a good
understanding of
e-safety

Termly computing
lessons on e-safety
through the computing
curriculum

July ‘22 Class teachers Short term
planning
demonstrates
e-safety lessons
are in place
Newsletters
including
information for

All Children
understand the
advantages and
risks of an online
presence including
the inappropriate
use of technology

NdC

Governor visits
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parents from
Thinkuknow

Swift response to any
e-safety issues arising
in the year, including
additional PSHE
lessons, assemblies
and individual/family
work

As
needed

Class teachers/
NdC

Record of any
intervention
needed using
My Concern

Children known to
have any
safeguarding issues
around e-safety
have received
support

Governor
monitoring

3 Whole school
attendance is at least
96% for ‘21-’22

Expectations for school
attendance are clear
across the school
community

July ‘22 NdC At least termly
reference to not
taking term
time holidays in
newsletters

All children attend
school regularly

NdC/EWO/KC

Governors

School works closely
with the MAT EWO to
support children with
falling attendance
rates.

July ‘22 NdC/EWO Termly scrutiny
of attendance
figures.
Attendance
warning letters
sent out aas
needed.
MAP meetings
for identified
pupils

All children attend
school regularly

NdC/EWO/KC

Governors
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Quality of Education Behaviour Personal Development Leadership and Management Governance EYFS

Personal Development:

Summary from SEF:
● PSHE curriculum makes links to pupils’ understanding of British values

and their spiritual, moral, social and cultural development
● Breakfast and After-school clubs have a sporting focus. They are

accessed free by disadvantaged children and support transition for
children with social and emotional needs

● Curriculum planning provides pupils with opportunities to contribute
positively to society

● Staff have been provided with racial incidence awareness training

Success criteria going forward:
● Pupils’ resilience, strength of character and ability to consider others is

further developed
● Pupils understand about healthy lifestyles, healthy relationships, moral

choices, equality and good mental health
● Staff have a good understanding of children’s experience at school and

can use this to make any changes necessary

Objective Actions, including CPD Time
Scale

Responsible Milestones Outcomes Monitoring Resources
cost

Status

1 Pupils’ resilience,
strength of character
and ability to
consider others is
further developed

PSHE lessons follow the
Jigsaw programme -
Jigsaw training Jan ‘22

July ‘22 Class teachers Short term
planning
demonstrates
PSHE lesson
content

Children can talk
about what they
have learnt about
personal
development in
PSHE lessons and
how this has helped
them to grow

NdC

Governor visits

Whole school ethos
reinforces personal
development qualities

ongoing All adults in
school

Monitoring
demonstrates a
consistent
everyday use of
growth mindset
and
encouragement
of personal

Children can talk
about being
resilient, persistent
and respectful

NdC/SC

Governor visits
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qualities by all
adults in school.

Enrichment activities
throughout the year
planned to allow pupils
to:
● Build character
● Work in cross-age

groupings
● Make a positive

contribution to the
local and wider
community

July ‘22 All Staff Sept ‘21 ‘Make a
Difference’
campaign
Nov ‘21
Laying of
remembrance
wreath at
Hemington
Church
Dec ‘21 Elf Run
Termly - creative
challenge days

Children’s words
and actions
demonstrate
growing
confidence,
awareness of the
world around them
and others’ needs

NdC

Governor visits

2 Pupils understand
about healthy
lifestyles, healthy
relationships, moral
choices, equality and
good mental health

High quality PSHE
lessons using Jigsaw,
including RSE teaching
based on the statutory
2020 DfE guidance

Ongoing Class Teachers Termly plans
demonstrate
high quality
planning in line
with the rolling
programme. RSE
is taught in
age-appropriate
groupings

Children can
demonstrate they
understand how
they can be healthy
and respectful in an
age-appropriate
manner

NdC

Governor visits

Teaching of healthy
lifestyles is embedded
across the curriculum
e.g.: healthy recipes in
Design Technology

July ‘22 Class teachers Knowledge
organisers
demonstrate
where healthy
lifestyle
teaching is
included

Children can talk
about ways to be
healthy in all
aspects of their
lives

NdC

Governor visits

Embed a culture of
mental health
awareness and support
Mental Health lead
CPD: EMBEDDING A
STRATEGIC APPROACH

July ‘22 SC SC: Termly
updates in staff
meetings from
Jan onwards

Questionnaires
demonstrate pupils,
families and staff
believe mental
health support is
valued in the school

NdC/SC

Governor visits

£900
DfE Grant
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AS SENIOR MENTAL
HEALTH LEAD -
ADVANCED

Pupils, families and
staff are signposted
to appropriate
support if needed

3 Staff have a good
understanding of
children’s
experience at
school and can use
this to make any
changes necessary

Pupil voice is
embedded in school
practice to monitor
children’s experience
of being a pupil at
Hemington School.
Any actions arising
are swiftly taken to
safeguard children

ongoing TL/NdC T2/4/6 - pupil
voice formal
monitoring
incl T2 Safety
in school
questionnaire

Formal records
show where
children have
expressed their
experience of
school. Children
are encouraged to
discuss any
negative
experiences

Governor visits Additional
hours for
TL to
conduct
questionna
-ires
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Quality of Education Behaviour Personal Development Leadership and Management Governance EYFS

Leadership and Management:

Summary from SEF:
There is a strong culture of safeguarding
Safeguarding is effective with provision to support children carefully audited
Safeguarding training is regularly updated to include latest KCSiE updates
DSL and Deputy DSL trained to Somerset L3 Child Protection training and attend
termly update sessions
The school regularly attracts a number of volunteers to support with school
activities e.g.: ‘open the book’ assemblies, reading, cooking and gardening
Families are encouraged to be involved in school life (Covid restrictions
allowing) e.g.: exhibitions of work, special assemblies etc.
The school is recognised locally for having a strong inclusive culture particularly
in the support of children with additional needs.

Success criteria going forward:

● Foundation subjects  Art & Design/D&T/Computing/Music
are organised within the school’s rolling programme to ensure learning
and the building of knowledge occurs in optimal sequence, regardless of
the year in which a child joins the class. This is in additional to
completing the work started ‘20/’21 on History, Geography and Science

● Leaders engage proactively with staff to manage workload pressures

Objective Actions, including CPD Time
Scale

Responsible Milestones Outcomes Monitoring Resources
cost

Status

1 Foundation subjects
are organised within
the school’s rolling
programme to ensure
learning and the
building of
knowledge occurs in
optimal sequence,
regardless of the year
in which a child joins
the class

Engage in regular
support from MNSP
leadership to review
the school’s rolling
programme

July ‘22 Subject leaders/
CM

Dec ‘21
Science/
History/
Geography LTP
complete

July ‘22 Art &
Design/D&T/
Computing/
Music

Children are taught
subjects in an
optimal sequence for
learning and
knowledge
acquisition

NdC/CM

Governor visits

Teachers attend MAT
TEACH Meets for
additional subject
training

Termly
up to

July ‘22

Class teachers

MNSP MAT

Teachers
cascade
learning to
staff team at
staff meeting
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2 Leaders engage
proactively with staff
about workload and
manage workload
pressures
constructively for the
benefit of staff and
pupils

Opportunities through
the year, including
formal reviews, to
discuss workload
pressures

ongoing NdC/SC/SB
with staff

Yearly and
mid-term
reviews

Staff are able to
manage workload
pressures allowing
them to work
effectively. This will
have positive
benefits to behaviour
management and
effective teaching of
children

Governor visits

Any return to work
meetings include the
opportunity to discuss
workload pressures

As
needed
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Quality of Education Behaviour Personal Development Leadership and Management Governance EYFS

Governance:

Summary from SEF:
Governors understand the school’s strengths and areas requiring improvement
Governors are informed of pupils progress and challenge leaders robustly
Governors are reinstating regular monitoring visits (post Covid restrictions)  to
review the quality of provision, they are updated on the progress of school
improvement in LGB meetings

Success criteria going forward:
● Governors share the clear and ambitious vision for a high quality

curriculum
● Governors hold all leaders to account effectively for the implementation

of the curriculum

Objective Actions, including CPD Time
Scale

Responsible Milestones Outcomes Monitoring Resources
cost

Status

1 Governors share
the clear and
ambitious vision for
a high quality
curriculum

Bespoke MNSP
training for
governors re:
Hemington’s
multi-year rolling
programmes,
including how
learning and
knowledge are
sequenced

Jan ‘22 CM/LGB Governors are
able to discuss
how the rolling
programmes are
constructed and
what this means
for individual
subjects

NdC/JR

Governors meet with
subject leaders to
ask questions to
clarify learning
across the rolling
programmes

July ‘22 Subject
leaders/LGB

Questions
raised at LGB
meetings
throughout
the year
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2 Governors hold all
leaders to account
effectively for the
implementation of
the curriculum

Regular governor
visits reinstated post
Covid restrictions.
Governors challenge
subject leaders on
learning outcomes,
observations and
construction of
rolling programmes

July ‘22 LGB/
Subject leaders

Record of
monitoring
visit notes kept
in governor
visits file
(Head’s office)
Challenge
clearly
indicated

Governors are
able to discuss
where they have
challenged
subject leaders,
what they have
observed and
what they now
know about the
school’s
curriculum

JR

Governors attend
monitoring visit
training with external
provider

March
‘22

SC to arrange
training with SA

Governors are
confident to
conduct school
visits, knowing
key areas to look
at

JR Training
costs
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Quality of Education Behaviour Personal Development Leadership and Management Governance EYFS

EYFS:

Summary from SEF:
The nursery is strong with excellent provision.
Nursery supports children well to become school ready, often from low starting
points
Nursery is moving towards becoming a Foundation Unit. Reception children
access the nursery in the mornings, being taught by a qualified Early Years
teacher based in the nursery
EYFS good practice continues to be developed including early reading,
vocabulary and Maths strategies. This is being supported by the school subject
leaders
EYFS has strong relationships with pre-school providers, ensuring children are
‘school ready’ and that effective transition is in place

Success criteria going forward:
● Foundation Stage curriculum is clearly planned in preparation for the

next stage so learning builds over time
● Reading for enjoyment as well as accuracy is strongly promoted
● Pupils’ use of phonics for writing is strengthened

Engagement in writing has increased during continuous provision
● The development of speech and language, particularly for

disadvantaged children, continues to be developed
● Early numeracy skills continues to be embedded in daily practice

Objectives Actions, including CPD Time
Scale

Responsible Milestones Outcomes Monitoring Resources
cost

Status

1 Foundation Stage
planning reflects
where Foundation
Unit planning is
differentiated for
Reception and
shows progression
over the year to
ensure children are
ready for KS1
curriculum

Infant teacher and
Foundation Unit
teacher work
collaboratively to
ensure planning for
teaching and
learning which
ensures children
achieve GLD at the
end of EYFS

July ‘22 JF and AH Weekly and
termly plans
identify
differentiation
for Reception

Reception
children are well
planned for and
achieve well at
the end of EYFS
from their
starting point,
regardless of
when they are
taught in
Foundation Unit
or the infant class

NdC

Governors

Staff
release
time

Long term planning is
refined over the year
to demonstrate the
steps taken towards
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children achieving
GLD at end of EYFS

2 EYFS Children are
interested in books
and read/look at
books for their own
enjoyment

A wide range of high
quality books are
read to all
Foundation Unit
children on at least
daily basis.

Ongoing JF/AH plus
Foundation Unit

staff

Sept. 2021 At
least daily
practice is
embedded

Children foster a
love of books
from a very young
age and regard
reading as a
necessary part of
their everyday
experience

JF/NdC

Governors

Books continue to be
available as part of
continuous provision
and follow children’s
interest as well as
introducing new
areas of interest

Dec ‘21 a
constantly
changing
variety of high
quality books
made available
both inside
and out

3 Reception children
use known phonics
in their writing
consistently and
use writing as part
of their continuous
provision

Read, Write inc Get
Writing books
embedded into
Foundation Unit
practice once
children reach the
set point of
introduction

July ‘21 JF/AH Sept ‘21 Daily
phonic writing
practice
embedded as
part of scheme

May ‘21 Get
Writing books
introduced at
correct point
in phonic
scheme

Children can write
phonetically
accurate
sentences by the
end of EYFS

JF/NdC

Governors
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Writing
opportunities are
part of everyday
continuous provision.
Phonic prompts are
available for children
to use as needed.
Adults model writing
as part of the
continuous provision

April ‘22 AH/JF plus
Foundation Unit

staff

Dec ‘21 Daily
continuous
provision
demonstrates
opportunities
for writing
both inside
and out.
Adults are
confident to
use play
opportunities
to model
writing

JF/NdC

Governors

4 All EYFS children
have a growing
vocabulary and
skills relating to
language

A language rich
environment is
embedded in both
the Foundation Unit
and the Infant Class.
New vocabulary is
introduced and
sentence structure is
modelled. Children
know what they have
to say is valued and
learn to develop
listening skills.

April ‘21 AH/JF plus all
Foundation Unit

staff

Dec ‘21
Foundation
Unit staff have
received
language
development
training

All EYFS children
have improved
language skills,
with a growth in
vocabulary, ability
to express
themselves
verbally and
ability to listen to
others.

JF/NdC

Governors

NELI is introduced for
all Reception and
selected Y1 children

July ‘21 JF March ‘21 NELI
training is

complete and
introduced
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5 Early numeracy
skills are fully
embedded into
daily practice

Completion of third
year of Boolean
Maths Hub, Teaching
for Mastery to
support best practice
across the whole
school

July ‘22 LD/JF to attend
and support AH

Sept’21 and
Feb ‘22 Maths
coordinator
monitoring
demonstrates
children’s
sound
knowledge
and the use of
numeracy
skills in
continuous
provision both
inside and out

Reception
children are
equipped with
good numerical
skills to be able to
access Y1
curriculum by the
end of EYFS and
use them as part
of their everyday
life

LD/NdC

Governors

Opportunities to use
numeracy skills are
planned into daily
continuous provision
and adults model the
use of these

April ‘22 JF/AH with
Foundation Unit

staff


